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About This Game

Hollow Lane follows the story of a teenager named Lucy, who must stop an impending supernatural doom from reaping the
souls of the world and plunging it into eternal darkness.
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2775 hollow lane leesburg florida. hollow lane development chelmsford. 1627 sand hollow lane valrico fl. hollow oak lane.
hollow lane lexington va. hollow lane band. thrush hollow lane middleboro ma. 3 hollow lane cloughmills. 5261 hollow lane
greenwood ca. hollow lane club. tobby hollow lane knoxville tn. 97 hollow lane russellville ar. sleepy hollow lane new hartford
ny. 1 hollow lane lake success. 1 hollow lane. 48 sleepy hollow lane quispamsis. 3412 happy hollow lane austin tx. 12 fox hollow
lane queensbury ny. lambert hollow lane granville tn. pump hollow lane mansfield. 412 fern hollow lane 15090. hollow lane
postcode. 58 briar hollow lane #408. 129 hollow lane dillsburg pa. 37 hollow lane levittown ny. 5657 hollow lane greenwood ca.
hollow lane thurston. 35524 sleepy hollow lane yucaipa ca. old hollow lane east hampton. hollow lane lowestoft. hollow lane
game. 1702 fox hollow lane akron oh. hollow lane house virginia water. hollow lane dorking. 4 partridge hollow lane vernon ct.
hollow lane dallas. 68 hollow lane barrow in furness. hollow tree lane keedysville md. hollow lane burton. 1 hollow lane
knutsford. hollow lane godshill. old hollow lane banks
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The release date:
Dear friends!
At the moment we are finalizing the game: we fix the bugs and improve various game mechanics and add some modifications to
Location of the game. The release date was moved a little further than planned - now it is July 20, 18:00. At the moment we are
running closed testing of the game server, various work is under way.
Expect the release with us, because only 5 days left!. Patch: the new physics of cars, bug fixes ...:
- The car's luggage compartment is completed; Fixed meat frying through the trunk; Fixed the strength of the backpack in the
trunk;
- The camera (outside view) is refined when driving a car;
- The physics of collisions and car revolutions is refined;
- Cars have become a little more passable. If the car is turned over, it can be turned from the roof to the wheels, holding A or D;
- Added a few visual effects to the car;
- A new model of akms;
- Fix helicopter;
- Fix traps;
- Fix spatial anomalies.
- The camera (outside) in the car is modified;
- Now the view from the outside in the car can be turned on and sitting by the passenger;
- Fixed inadequate camera movement in the car (inside);
- Now, if the connection is broken or the ping is high, you can not perform actions in the inventory / interact with the objects of
the game world;. Hotfix on the server: exception of clan, the capture of bases;:
- Now capture bases occurs without the need to reenter players who have the title of "soldier", "captain", "major", "Deputy". -
Exclusion from the clan now occurs without error.. Update: Saiga, new quests, modified AI, bug fixes:
In this patch we worked on improving AI bots, introduced new weapons: Saiga, and also developed several storylines.. We're
almost ready to release! But...:
Dear friends! Currently we are testing the server and adding final modifications to the game. There is not much time left before
the release, but we have one problem. The matter is that the game before the release is checked by the Steam administration for
errors and shortcomings. This check is not over yet, and until this process is over, we will not be able to publish the game in the
store. Most likely, the release will be transferred again. But do not despair! In fact for this time we will bring in game some
more improvements which did not have time to bring before it.
Stay with us, watch the news and do not despond!.  Update: new monsters, improved synchronization, improved graphics:
Today has been updated!
Not complete list of changes:
- Improved synchronization of player position;
- Increased the number of network packets with information about the position and other parameters of the player;
- Increased the number of network packets with information about the position of the car;
- Added new monsters, completely reworked the mechanics of behavior and appearance of the boar, the behavior of dogs;
- Added camera animation when struck with cold arms and fists;
- Improved lighting;
- Fixed artifacts with grass graphics (associated with the previous patch);
- New mechanics of triggers on the server - the potential for new types of monster behavior !;
- It is now possible to change weapons by interrupting the animation of “reaching” and “shots”, the same with reloading;
- Now when selecting a weapon, it will be equipped in the slot if it is empty;
- If you are revived without a weapon - you will receive an accidental melee weapon;
- Improved animation strikes fists and melee weapons (external);
- Fixed akms sight;
- Changed model akms;
- Increased rate of fire of VCA and SVD;
- Fixed incorrect behavior of the camera around the fire, if the player is in a closed room;
- The mechanics of the behavior of ball lightning has been rewritten (study it again now);. Exact release date: aug, 3 (16:00):
Dear friends! Testing the game before the release, we have found a couple of unacceptable defects and now are going to correct
them. However, we hasten to please you with the news that formally we are already ready for release - it remains only to fix just
a couple flaws. The exact release date for the moment, which we already do not exactly move, is August 3, 16:00 Pacific Time.
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That's it, expect news! ��
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